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3D Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2006
"3D Game Programming for Teens" is a comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to 3D game programming for both teenagers and non-programmers. Organized into three parts, the book begins with an introduction to the game development industry, the game development process, and game engines including WildTangent. Part two covers JavaScript and...
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HTML5 and CSS3: Develop with Tomorrow's Standards Today (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 are the future of web development, but you don't have to wait to start using them. Even though the specification is still in development, many modern browsers and mobile devices already support HTML5 and CSS3. This book gets you up to speed on the new HTML5 elements and CSS3 features you can use right now, and...
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Joomla! Mobile Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Joomla! is one of the most popular open source Content Management Systems, actively developed and supported by a world-wide user community. Although it's a fun and

	feature-rich tool, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics with Joomla! and build a mobile website that meets your needs perfectly. Using this book you can create...
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Web Development with Node and Express: Leveraging the JavaScript StackO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to build dynamic web applications with Express, a key component of the Node/JavaScript development stack. In this hands-on guide, author Ethan Brown teaches you the fundamentals through the development of a fictional application that exposes a public website and a RESTful API. You’ll also learn web architecture best...
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Magento 2 Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create unique solutions for Magento 2 by developing and implementing solutions, themes, and extensions
	
		Be proficient in the main functionalities, resources, and system structure of Magento 2
	
		Get to grips with this practical and hands-on guide to raise your web development skills...
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Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	If you’ve dipped a toe into Java EE development and would now like to dive right in, this is the book for you. Introduces the key components of WebLogic Server and all that’s great about Java EE 6.


	Overview

	
		Create a complete Java EE 6 application leveraging WebLogic features like JMS, SOAP and...
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Learning Web-based Virtual Reality: Build and Deploy Web-based Virtual Reality TechnologyApress, 2017

	Create web-based VR applications and deploy them to GitHub pages with this short, practical tutorial crammed with hands-on examples. This book covers topics such as VR, the WebVR API, and A-Frame. In Learning Web-based Virtual Reality, you will build a number of 3D VR-based applications. In these apps, you will be able to test the VR...
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Head First Ruby: A Brain-Friendly GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What will you learn from this book?

	
		What’s all the buzz about this Ruby language? Is it right for you? Well, ask yourself: are you tired of all those extra declarations, keywords, and compilation steps in your other language? Do you want to be a more productive programmer? Then you’ll love Ruby. With...
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AutoCAD 2021 From Zero to Hero (AutoCAD From Zero to Hero)Independent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		The objective of this book is to provide you with extensive knowledge of AutoCAD, whether you are taking an instructor-led course or learning on your own. AutoCAD 2021 From Zero to Hero is an ideal reference guide, unlike tutorial-oriented books where specific information is hard to found. This...
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Don't Give Me That Attitude!: 24 Rude, Selfish, Insensitive Things Kids Do and How to Stop ThemJossey-Bass, 2004
Does Your Child Have Attitude?
	Does your kid never take no for an answer and demand things go his way?
	Do her theatrics leave you drained at the end of the day?
	Are you resorting to bribes and threats to get your kid to do chores?
	Does he cheat, complain, or blame others for his...
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Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier (One-Off)Que, 2005
You bought your Centrino laptop computer because of its ease-of-use and portability. But are you using your laptop to its maximum potential? Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier will show you what to expect when buying and configuring your laptop and how to use built-in features such as digital...
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Inside Internet Security: What Hackers Don't Want You To KnowAddison Wesley, 2000
This book is a practical guide for anyone designing or administering a corporate  or e-business network that runs across a number of platforms via the Internet.  It will arm systems administrators with a thorough understanding of the problems  of network security and their solutions, and thus help realize the tremendous  potential of e-business....
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